Study Objectives: This study aims to evaluate the extent to which sleep quality impacts amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI)-related brain regions in a cognitively normal cohort of individuals.
Introduction
Dementia is becoming a growing public health problem as populations age worldwide. The cost of treating dementia in the US alone was estimated to be between $157 and $215 billion dollars in 2010 [1] , and it has been projected that its prevalence will double between 2020 and 2040 [2] . As dementia grows in importance, characterizing the earliest stages of degenerative brain disorders is critical both for clinical risk assessment and the development of therapies to delay progression. Alzheimer's disease (AD), the most common cause of dementia, generally occurs after 70 years of age, and is often preceded by amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI), a prodromal condition that precedes clinical AD. Clinicians are paying greater attention to these preclinical AD states, particularly among individuals presenting to specialty memory disorder clinics. Considerable attention has also been paid to predicting the course of the disease using many metrics and biomarkers, including cognitive decline, accumulation of β amyloid protein in the brain, and brain atrophy [3] [4] [5] . As AD is a multifactorial disease, the processes involved in this condition has been elusive [6] , but a growing consensus is emerging regarding the importance of sleep quality in the pathology and progression of AD [7] .
Sleep disturbances have long been associated with AD, and may not only present as part of the advanced clinical syndrome, but also early in the course of the disease [8] . Dysfunctions in both slow wave and REM sleep have been characterized in AD patients [9, 10] , and it is believed that amyloid β deposits play some role in disrupting sleep-related regions of the brain [7] . A number of cognitive and behavioral traits associated with AD also seem intimately tied to the disruption of circadian rhythm and sleep quality, including the troublesome phenomenon of "sundowning," [11] where confusion and agitation get worse towards the evening. Given that poor sleep quality negatively impacts cognitive function even in the absence of disease [12] , sleep dysfunction has significant potential to worsen the course of clinical AD.
A number of studies have identified sleep quality as a risk factor for both the development of aMCI and its progression to AD [13] [14] [15] [16] . This relationship appears to be mediated not only through an increased incidence of dementia contributors in poor sleepers, like cerebrovascular disease [14] , and cardiovascular conditions [15] , but also directly [16] . Several studies have investigated the mechanism by which poor sleep quality may predispose individuals to aMCI and dementia. It has been suggested that sleep may facilitate β amyloid clearance from the brain [17] , or that the anti-apoptotic unfolded protein response (UPR) during sleep deprivation is attenuated in old age [18] , but more work is necessary to understand how sleep contributes to neurodegeneration.
There is some evidence that poor sleep quality contributes to patterns of atrophy exhibited in aMCI and dementia. Several meta-analyses have found that atrophy of the hippocampus, amygdala, posterior cingulate, and superior parietal lobule characterize aMCI [19, 20] , and may underpin the patterns of memory impairment exhibited in the condition [21] . The atrophy of the hippocampus and other mesial temporal structures has been proposed as a marker for the progression of aMCI to AD [22] , and used successfully as a predictor [23] [24] [25] . Similarly, a number of studies have noted that sleep quality-related atrophy extensively involves the hippocampus [26] [27] [28] and have implicated poor sleep in both diffuse frontal lobe atrophy [29] [30] [31] , and temporal lobe reductions in cortical thickness [32, 33] . Given the diffuse patterns of atrophy attributed to poor sleep quality and the primary involvement of the hippocampus in both poor sleep and aMCI/AD, it is reasonable that sleep quality is linked to atrophy associated with aMCI.
While previous studies have demonstrated strong associations between poor sleep and dementia, this study focuses on testing the effect of sleep quality in cognitively intact older subjects aged 60-92. We hypothesized that atrophy patterns similar to those in aMCI would be demonstrated in subjects with poorer sleep quality, even in the absence of aMCI symptoms. The presence of atrophy in cognitively normal poor sleepers would suggest that sleep quality influences atrophy patterns subthreshold to symptoms of dementia, and could contribute to or facilitate further neurodegenerative processes. This observation may have important implications for current efforts to slow the progression of aMCI, as identifying and treating poor sleep quality prior to symptoms could provide a critical method to forestall neurodegeneration of regions salient to the development of dementia.
Methods

Criteria for cognitively normal participants
Seventy four older adult participants (23 males, 51 females) from an NIH-funded and IRB approved investigation at the University of Miami Miller School of Medicine were evaluated using a standard clinical assessment protocol consisting of the Clinical Dementia Rating Scale (CDR) [34] and the Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE) [35] . Memory and other cognitive complaints were assessed by clinicians who were blind to the neuropsychological test results and had formal training in administering the CDR and MMSE.
All participants were community-dwellers, independent in their activities of daily living, had knowledgeable collateral informants, and did not meet DSM-V criteria for Major Neurocognitive Disorder, active Major Depression, or any other neuropsychiatric disorder. All participants had global CDR scores of 0 after an extensive clinical interview. A standard neuropsychological battery was then administered uniformly across groups independently of the clinical examination. The neuropsychological battery included the Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-Revised (HVLT-R) [36] , National Alzheimer's Coordinating Center (NACC) delayed paragraph recall [37] , Category Fluency [38] , Block Design of the WAIS-IV [39] , and the Trail Making Test (Parts A and B) [40] . All memory and nonmemory neuropsychological measures scored within normal limits relative to age and education related norms as determined by an experienced neuropsychologist (this was typically less than 1.0 SD below normative values for all tests).
Depression screening
All participants were administered the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) [41] to assess for the prevalence of depressive symptoms in our cohorts. The GDS is a 30-point scale based on self-reported depressive symptoms, under which a score of 0-9 points is considered to be normal, 10-19 points is mild depressive symptoms, and 20-30 points is severe depressive symptoms. The scale has been validated against other indexes of depression in a variety of languages [42, 43] , and is designed so that it may be administered even to patients who are ill or exhibit mild cognitive impairment. Screening for depression was an important consideration not only because depression has been tied to atrophy of the hippocampus [44] , an aMCIrelated region of interest (ROI) for this study, but also because a robust relationship has been found between depression and sleep quality that can complicate analyzing both in tandem [45, 46] . To minimize confounding of the relationship between sleep quality and cortical volumes by depression, this study excluded all participants with GDS scores >9, leaving 69 final subjects for sleep quality and MRI analysis.
Sleep quality assessment
The sleep quality of each subject was self-assessed over a 1-month period using the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) [47] . The PSQI has been recognized as an internally consistent and valid measure of self-reported sleep quality among older adults in a variety of languages and clinical circumstances [48, 49] . We established that scores of 5 or above (out of 21) would be counted as self-reported poor sleep quality based on previous studies regarding the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of the test [47, 49] .
MRI data
All participants underwent MRI scanning using a 3T MRI scanner (skyra, Siemens Healthcare). Brain parcellation was obtained using a 3D T1-weighted sequence (MPRAGE) [50] with 1.0 mm isotropic resolution, 2300 ms repetition time, 2.4 ms echo time, 930 ms inversion time, and 9-degree flip angle. The standard Freesurfer (Version 5.3) image analysis suite pipeline was used to evaluate cortical and subcortical regions of interest. Briefly, analysis steps include motion correction and removal of non-brain tissue using a hybrid watershed/surface deformation procedure [51] , automated Talairach transformation, segmentation of the subcortical white matter and deep gray matter volumetric structures (including hippocampus, amygdala, caudate, putamen, ventricles) [52, 53] , intensity normalization [54] , tessellation of the gray matter white matter boundary, automated topology correction [55, 56] , and surface deformation following intensity gradients to optimally place the boundaries between gray/white and gray/cerebrospinal fluid regions [57] [58] [59] . A number of deformable procedures can be performed for further data processing and analysis including surface inflation [58] , registration to a spherical atlas which is based on individual cortical folding patterns to match cortical geometry across subjects [60] , parcellation of the cerebral cortex into units with respect to gyral and sulcal structure [61, 62] , and creation of a variety of surface-based data including maps of curvature and sulcal depth. This method uses both intensity and continuity information from the entire three dimensional MR volume in segmentation and deformation procedures to produce representations of cortical thickness, calculated as the closest distance from the gray/white boundary to the gray/ CSF boundary at each vertex on the tessellated surface [59] . The maps are created using spatial intensity gradients across tissue classes and are therefore not simply reliant on absolute signal intensity.
ROI volumes and thicknesses (where applicable) for this study were extracted from anatomically defined cortical segmentation and parcellation of each subject using the Desikan-Killiany atlas. We selected ROIs by focusing on regions demonstrated to display consistent patterns of aMCI-related cortical atrophy by the meta-analyses of Nickl-Jockschat et al. [19] and Yang et al. [20] , and reinforced our selections with the longitudinal aMCI data of Goerlich et al. [21] . These included the hippocampus, amygdala, superior parietal, and posterior cingulate cortices bilaterally. The putamen was selected as a control region because no metaanalysis identified it as an aMCI-dependent region, and studies have reported no or limited differences in putaminal volumes in AD [63, 64] , especially compared to other types of dementia [64, 65] . We also evaluated the role of frontal lobe thickness as a marker of sleep quality-related atrophy based on previous sleep studies [29] [30] [31] . Regions analyzed included the superior frontal gyri, the orbitofrontal cortices, and the middle frontal gyri, as well as the pars orbitalis and frontal poles bilaterally. The pericalcarine cortex was selected as a control region because previous studies have suggested it is spared by aMCI-related atrophy [66] . Data was collected on regions outside of those previously referenced in sleep-related and aMCI-related atrophy literature, but was not used in any hypothesis-driven analysis.
Statistical analysis
The data was analyzed using SPSS (Version 22). The regional volumes obtained from cortical and subcortical analysis were compared between subjects with normal sleep (PSQI < 5) and poor sleep (PSQI ≥ 5) using the ANOVA test. We accounted for variations in intracranial volume (ICV) between subjects by dividing each subject's ROI volumes by their respective ICV, effectively feeding the ratio between the volume of the ROI and the ICV into statistical analysis. In efforts to balance type II error rates and statistical power, we performed multiple comparison correction on ROI results using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [67] with false discovery rate (FDR) = 0.1. FDR = 0.1 was selected because of the targeted list of regions analyzed and to better identify potential regions where sleep and aMCI may interact for further inquiry. Confidence intervals for significant or close to significant non-ROIs were reported, primarily to inform future hypothesis-driven work.
After analysis of regional differences between poor sleepers and good sleepers, PSQI was treated as a continuous variable and evaluated for potential correlations with ROI volumes. We performed multiple linear regression analysis controlling for age to correlate each ROI with total PSQI score, as well as the following sub-scores: 2 (sleep onset latency), 4a (sleep duration), 5a (inability to sleep within 30 minutes) 5b (nocturnal awakening), 5d (breathing comfortably), 5e (coughing/snoring), and 7 (daytime sleepiness).
Results
Demographic data
No significant differences were observed between the poor and good sleepers groups with regard to age, gender proportions, or years of education. Both groups had more prevalence of women (~70% female). Demographic data are summarized in Table 1 .
Cortical volume and thickness analysis
After multiple comparisons correction at FDR = 0.1, poor sleepers exhibited lesser volumes in the left amygdala, hippocampi and parietal lobules bilaterally than controls with normal sleep quality. No values were significant at FDR = 0.05. The non-aMCI related control region, the putamen, did not show significant difference between the two cohorts. These results are demonstrated in Figure 1 , which shows differences in volume between the two cohorts at each ROI. Among non-ROIs, 95% confidence intervals for the difference in volumes between poor and normal sleepers were only found to not contain zero for the left insular cortex and left middle temporal gyrus. These results are summarized in Table 2 .
Poor sleepers demonstrated diffuse cortical thinning bilaterally, with the largest area of impact in the right mesial frontal lobe. These results are demonstrated in Figure 2 , which shows differences in cortical thickness between the two cohorts at each ROI. Left cortical thinning was initially significant in the superior frontal gyrus, but this relationship dropped out of significance after multiple comparisons correction. Right cortical thinning was initially significant in the superior frontal gyrus, the medial and lateral orbitofrontal cortices, and the frontal pole. Significant effects remained in the superior frontal gyrus, medial orbitofrontal cortex, and frontal pole after correcting for multiple comparisons at FDR = 0.1. Only the effect in the right frontal pole was present at FDR = 0.05. Among nonROIs, 95% confidence intervals for the difference in thicknesses between poor sleepers and normal sleepers were only found to not contain zero for the insular cortices bilaterally, the right fusiform gyrus, and the left supramarginal gyrus. These results are summarized in Table 3 .
PSQI correlational analysis
Higher overall PSQI scores were weakly correlated with decreased volumes in the left hippocampus (p < .05, r = −0.229), left amygdala (p < .05, r = −0.254), and right hippocampus (p < .05, r = −0.221), and decreased cortical thickness in the right frontal pole (p < .05, r = −0.24). Sleep durations (item 4a) were positively correlated with higher volumes in the bilateral hippocampi, amygdala, and superior parietal lobules, as well as greater cortical thickness in the bilateral superior frontal and rostral middle frontal cortices, right medial orbitofrontal cortex, and both frontal poles. The relationship between hippocampal volumes and sleep duration are depicted in Figure 3 . Increased incidence of nocturnal awakenings were correlated with bilateral decreases in hippocampal volume, and increased daytime sleepiness was correlated with atrophy of the left lateral orbitofrontal cortex. Sleep latency (item 2), reported inability to get to sleep within 30 minutes (5a), inability to breathe comfortably during sleep (5d) and loud snoring or coughing at night (5e) did not correlate significantly with any of the ROIs analyzed. These results are summarized in Table 4 .
Discussion
Our study of cognitively normal subjects revealed that relative to good sleepers, poor sleepers exhibit reduced volumes in most of the aMCI-related regions studied, with significant reductions in the hippocampi, amygdala, and superior parietal lobes. Volume reductions in these regions correlated most strongly with sleep duration, while hippocampal atrophy was correlated with increased nocturnal awakening frequency and overall PSQI. We also noted a weak (95% CI for mean difference = 0.0108-0.8892) trend towards volume reductions in the left middle temporal lobe, a commonly aMCI affected region adjacent to the hippocampus. Hippocampal atrophy has been associated with a number of sleep disorders, but findings regarding the relationship between sleep and hippocampal volumes have been mixed. Notably, a number of authors have found no difference in hippocampal volumes between primary insomniacs and good sleepers [68, 69] , calling into question whether insomnia plays a primary role in hippocampal atrophy. Another possibility is that hippocampal volumes do not differ absolutely between poor sleepers and good sleepers, but correlate with the severity of insomnia symptoms, as Noh et al. demonstrated with primary insomniacs [70] . Other authors have found hippocampal volume deficits in chronic insomniacs, such as Riemann et al. and Koo et al. [26, 71] , and in patients with sleep-disordered breathing, independent of hypoxia [28] . While the relationship between sleep quality and hippocampal volumes remains an open question, our work concurs with these latter studies in suggesting that poor sleep quality and sleep disorders may negatively impact hippocampal volumes, and extends their findings to a rigorously evaluated, cognitively normal population. This reinforces a connection between sleep quality, particularly the sleep duration sub-score of sleep quality, and aMCI/AD-related neurodegeneration of the hippocampus.
Attributions to left superior parietal and middle temporal atrophy in sleep literature are scarcer, but other investigators have previously connected these regions to sleep disturbance. Sexton et al. found heightened rates of temporal and superior parietal atrophy in a longitudinal study of communitydwelling adults with poor sleep quality [33] , an observation mirrored across cohorts by this study's results. Reduced middle temporal volumes have also been found in insomniac patients [72] , reinforcing the connection between the region and sleep quality. Other studies have connected temporal lobe reductions in thickness to obstructive sleep apnea (OSA)-related sleep disruption [32, 73] , but without evaluating independence from hypoxia. Given the confounding influence of hypoxia, the applicability of these studies to our results is limited, but may still bear some relevance. As a whole, our observations suggest that poor sleep quality and associated sleep disorders may impact aMCI-related temporal and parietal lobe atrophy patterns, but more work is necessary to develop a comprehensive picture of sleep's influences on these regions.
Although meta-analyses have implicated neurodegeneration of the posterior cingulate in aMCI [19, 20] , our poor sleep quality subjects did not show trends towards atrophy in the region. Prior work has suggested that poor sleep quality may affect activity in the posterior cingulate [74] , but sleep has not yet been associated with atrophy of the structure. Interestingly, several studies have established that neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) and tau protein rather than β amyloid predominate in aMCI-related atrophy of the posterior cingulate [75, 76] , a relevant factor given the link between sleep and β amyloid clearance [17] . While β amyloid deposits have been shown to occur within the posterior cingulate early in the course of aMCI [77] , and even impact the functional connectivity of the structure [78] , they have not been shown to correlate with atrophy [79] . This may suggest that sleep quality has a lesser impact on the atrophy of regions that are less β amyloid dependent. Though the insular cortex is not typically included in the characteristic picture of aMCI-related cortical degeneration, our results suggest that poor sleep quality is linked to bilateral insular thickness reductions, and volumetric reductions in the left insular cortex. As we did not specify the insula as a ROI in this analysis, these results should not be taken with the same confidence, and will need to be investigated in a future study. However, we may propose a tentative basis for insular involvement in sleep quality-related atrophy. The insular cortex is a region intimately involved with the regulation of the autonomic nervous system [80, 81] . Autonomic hyperarousal plays a key pathophysiologic role in poor sleep quality [82, 83] , which is consistent with insular volume and thickness reductions in poor sleepers. Because the insular cortex lies in close proximity to the hippocampus, several investigators have also implicated insular degeneration in the pathology of certain AD presentations [84, 85] , suggesting that the link between sleep and neurodegeneration of the structure warrants further investigation. Beyond the insular cortex, the present study found diffuse patterns of cortical thickness reduction, with the majority of significant effects clustered in the right mesial frontal lobe. While not classical for aMCI, frontal lobe atrophy has been associated with insomnia [29-31, 72, 86] , and may be related to deficits of slow wave sleep in older adults [87] . These patterns might predispose individuals to possibly deleterious sleep behaviors, but have not been directly correlated with AD; while β amyloid deposition can occur early in the course of aMCI [79] , frontal lobe atrophy is typically a later stage marker of AD [88] , or associated with relatively uncommon behavioral subtypes of the condition [89, 90] . Future studies might investigate the extent to which insomnia-related frontal atrophy interacts with frontal cortical changes in late Alzheimer's, but this study's cognitively normal cohort is not suitable for such inquiry.
Among the relationships observed between sub-scores of the PSQI and ROI volumes/thicknesses, it was perhaps most striking that sleep duration correlated significantly with a number of ROIs, including the bilateral hippocampi, amygdala, and superior parietal lobules, and several frontal lobe regions. This association points to sleep duration as a potential factor for the morphological differences observed between poor and normal sleepers, a particularly interesting observation in light of previous studies of the connection between sleep duration and AD pathology. Given that shorter sleep duration has been previously tied to higher cortical amyloid burden [91] , and that sleep has been proposed as a mechanism for β amyloid clearance [17] , it is reasonable that reduced sleep duration could modulate cortical atrophy through reduced β amyloid clearance. It is also possible that sleep may influence taurelated neurodegeneration in some way, as increased tau levels have been observed in the cerebrospinal fluid of poor sleepers [92] , or that increased oxidative stress and activity associated with sleep loss [93] may contribute to neuronal degeneration and deplete cognitive reserves in AD-related regions. While this correlation does not imply causality, the observed relationship between sleep duration and brain volumes tentatively supports a role for sleep in modulating cortical atrophy, and perhaps warrants more targeted study. A limitation of this study is that we collected subjective measures of sleep quality, leading to the possibility of imperfect recall or errors confounding our results. We plan to follow the subjects over the next several years and collect longitudinal sleep data that will help verify the long-term validity of our subjective assessments. In addition, while we excluded any subjects with evidence of any cognitive impairment from our study, subjects diagnosed with insomnia and sleep apnea, which have been studied as distinct clinical conditions, were not excluded from the study. As such, we cannot exclude the possibility that either condition impacted the relationship observed between sleep quality and cortical volumes, though our PSQI sub-score analysis does not point to either as a main effect driver. Notably, we found no correlation between several major PSQI sub-scores associated with insomnia (sleep latency, inability to sleep within 30 minutes, and daytime sleepiness) or sleep apnea (breathing comfortably, coughing/snoring at night) and the volumes of the aMCI-dependent ROIs we defined, making it less likely that either condition played a primary role in explaining the results.
Designed as an exploratory analysis, this study employed a liberal FDR threshold of 0.1 that potentially increases the risk of type II error in the results. However, the small, targeted selection of ROIs analyzed mitigated this risk in the experimental design. Moreover, as a cross-sectional analysis, this study also has little ability to assess the directionality of the relationship between self-reported sleep quality and neurodegeneration. However, recent reviews have emphasized the bidirectional influence of neurodegeneration on sleep, wherein poor sleep induces neurodegeneration, and neurodegeneration contributes to poorer quality of sleep [13, 94] .
While the specifics of the interplay between sleep and neurodegeneration merit further study, a common denominator is that sleep health interventions amongst the elderly may prove an effective tool to break the sleep-neurodegeneration cycle and delay the onset of dementia.
In conclusion, our results suggest that poor sleep quality contributes to aMCI-related patterns of atrophy even in cognitively normal subjects. A subthreshold level of atrophy could possibly explain the lack of aMCI symptoms. This may be associated with the proposed mechanism of β amyloid clearance from the brain during sleep, as we did not find any effects in the posterior cingulate, where tau-related neurodegeneration is dominant. The observation that sleep duration was the main factor influencing atrophy patterns in poor sleepers further suggests that sleep quality may influence AD pathology. Given these results, improving sleep quality in elderly individuals may be an effective way to protect against neurodegeneration of AD-related regions, potentially slowing the onset and progression of dementia.
